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Many college students use Wikipedia as a ‘supplement’

Why do they use Wikipedia?

● Accuracy and up-to-dateness

● Quantity and coverage

● Availability and ease of access



Since 2001, the way people use the internet has changed

● Trend lines point towards mobile, multimedia, and interaction

How have these changes affected students consumption habits?



Since 2001, many other free (gratis) content providers have appeared

● They provide different content, or present it differently

● May work better for some learning styles, subjects, contexts, and use cases

When and why do students choose other providers over Wikipedia?



What we did



Goal: understand student use of Free Online Information Resources (FOIRs)*

● A survey focused on which resources students used, which features they 
found most valuable

● Developed with students at the University of Washington

● Deployed by students via social media, listservs

● 214 other students responded

* “free to use, accessible via the internet, not provided by UW, not a search engine”



What we found
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Top 5 FOIRs

resource mentions

Wikipedia 74

YouTube 40

Stack Overflow 32

Khan Academy 20

Coursera 11



“It's well-maintained and generally understandable. I can go to it with only a 
little understanding of what it is I'm interested in and follow links until I feel like I 
understand the concept.”

“My profs don't allow Wikipedia to be used as a reference, but I use Wikipedia 
as a ‘jump off’ for research.”

“It is quick and easy to find information I need, though I know it is not the most 
reliable.”

“It's usually the first link that comes up when I look up a topic on Google.”

Why Wikipedia?







Full report: https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:FOIR_survey 

Opportunities

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:FOIR_survey


Full report: https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:FOIR_survey 

Thank you!

Source: “UW FOIR research group poster planning session” Jonathan Morgan CC-BY-SA 3.0 2016
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